Abstract
Shamrock is an Ethereum Blockchain based lottery.
The decentralized shamrock lottery platform brings a complete transparency for
organizing and conducting a lottery using the blockchain technology.
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1. Introduction
Lottery market is originated in Italy in the 16th century. The issuance of lottery dated
back as early as in ancient Rome and ancient Greece. To date, 139 countries and
regions have issued lottery, which has become the sixth largest industry in the world
and is valued at 302,3 billion USD in 2017 and is expected to reach 393,9 billion
USD by the end of 2023. As the lottery sector continues to develop around the
world, market participants relentlessly pursue synergy and improvement. A
decentralized lottery market built on the Ethereum blockchain will be a huge
innovation in the world of lottery games - shamrock provides an anonymous and
transparent system for players around the world.
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1.1 The global lottery market
Lotteries are often provided by a single operator under a monopoly license. The
rapid increase in the use of Internet-connected mobile devices allow people to
access the Internet more easily. Subsequently, recent years have seen increasing
overlap between types of gambling, particularly online where gambling mechanisms
underlying games are not always understood by consumers. Internet gambling has
impacted lotteries, with many jurisdictions now permitting the sale of lottery tickets
online, although this is generally restricted to residents of specific jurisdictions.
Lotteries lend themselves to the online channels; the simple mechanisms, repeated,
regular play, and high popularity make online lotteries a relatively simple form of
ecommerce. The chart below shows an overview of the global lottery market.
4,8 $bn
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Lottomatica (Italy)
25,1 $bn

11,5 $bn

China Welfare Lottery (China)
China Sports Lottery (China)
Francaise de Jeux (France)
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SELAE (Spain)
20,4 $bn
16,0 $bn

Mizuho Bank (Japan)
Singapore Pools (Singapore)
Sisal (Italy)

17,5 $bn

Italy’s Lottomatica is the world’s largest lottery operator. When Lottomatica’s sales
are added with those of Sisal, the next largest Italian lottery, the average Italian
spends around $480 annually. That plump sum is not nearly as high as the amount
forked out by Singaporeans. The 5,6 mio. people spend about $1,000 each in the
Singapore Pools. The graphic shows the great potential of the global lottery sector.
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1.2 Existing issues of the traditional lottery industry
The perceived deficiencies identified include, amongst other things, issues around
the deduction of third party charges from winnings and the lack of availability of
payment methods in some territories. However, chief among the issues that
blockchain technology can potentially address are the issues of fairness and
transparency. In a traditional online gambling environment, players have no way of
checking the fairness of any draw or result. They have to rely solely on trust and
whatever checks and audits are in place under the regulatory regime applicable to
the operator. Similarly, players typically cannot verify for themselves that winnings in
a lottery are distributed honestly.

1.3 Shamrock lottery solution
Shamrock lottery certainly appears to have many characteristics that address these
issues. By virtue of its decentralized nature, shamrock lottery is not controlled by a
single user, making it almost impossible to alter the underlying data. Verifying
transactions or trades over a network ensures that no single player holds an
advantage at any stage of the gambling process. This provides greater resilience
against fraud and prevents manipulation of records in the ‘chain’. Transactions on
the blockchain are also transparent to others in the network, and are therefore
verifiable.
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2. Shamrock – The Crypto Lottery
The shamrock lottery was founded to create a decentralize, fair, transparent,
anonymous and innovative lottery for players around the world. Shamrock lottery
has the technology and payment systems to deliver the next generation of lottery.
With your investment shamrock lottery will revolutionize the lottery market!

2.1 How shamrock crypto lottery works
We will offer three types of draw lotteries: The 4/29 shamrock lottery, the 5/39
shamrock lottery and the 6/49 shamrock lottery. The minimum size of the

guaranteed first jackpots (1st lotto draw) will be fixed - 100 ETH for the 4/29 lottery,
400 ETH for the 5/39 lottery and 3000 ETH for the 6/49 lottery. The prize pool of the
shamrock lottery is formed from 70% of the funds collected from ticket sales. 15% is
targeted for advertising and marketing, 10% commission for token holders
(commission will be paid in ETH) and 5% for technical operations. If nobody wins
the main prize in a drawing, it will be rolled over to the next drawing and increased.
The jackpot will keep growing until it finds its winner. There will be five prize
categories with a different prize depending on how accurately the player predicts
lottery numbers. All categories starting from two will be calculated as percentages of
the prize pool. If several winners win the jackpot in one drawing, it will be split
between them.
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There will be a drawing every twelve hours in each lottery. Numbers are drawn
randomly with the help of the blockchain-based RNG (any four, five, or six numbers
are taken from the unique code of the latest bitcoin block mined). After all the
numbers in the lottery have been drawn, winnings are automatically transferred to
the owners of the winning tickets through the algorithm built in the smart contract.
Winnings are paid in full within 120 seconds of the drawing. Transfers are made to

the cryptocurrency wallets that were used to buy the winning tickets. In the draw
lottery, every 5th ticket wins a prize. In our shamrock lottery, the min. payout rate for
two matching numbers is at least 1.6, which means that the player will get paid back
price of the ticket plus more than half of its cost. All processes and distribution
operations in the system will be carried out based on the code built into the smart
contracts. The graphics below show the lottery games and pay out conditions.
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Ticket Price

0,01 ETH

3. Initial Coin Offering (ICO)
An Initial Coin Offering (ICO) is a modern crowdfunding instrument for companies
via cryptocurrencies. In exchange the investors gain access to features of the
projects being funded. The table below shows an overview of our shamrock ICO.

Shamrock ICO
Token Name

LUCK

Token Price

400 LUCK/ETH

Early Bird ICO (start)

12/05/2018 (12:00 UTC)

Early Bird ICO (end)

01/05/2019 (12:00 UTC)

Pre ICO (start)

01/05/2019 (12:00 UTC)

Pre ICO (end)

02/05/2019 (12:00 UTC)

Regular ICO (start)

02/05/2019 (12:00 UTC)

Regular ICO (end)

03/05/2019 (12:00 UTC)

Decimals

18

Smallest Unit (Lucky)

1e – 18 LUCK

Token amount

10,000,000 LUCKs

Maximum tokens distributed via ICO

100% will be generated

Soft Cap

5,000 ETH

Hard Cap

None
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3.1 Token Sale and Distribution
Our ICO goal for the Token (LUCK) sale is set at 5,000 ETH. Shamrock Crypto
lottery will produce 10 mio. LUCK Tokens in total which will be distributed as
follows:

Distribution of Tokens

80%

15%

5%

Investors

Team

Bounty

3.2 ICO Phases
During the Early Bird ICO every 25th investor will receive the special bonus of 1000
LUCK tokens. In the second phase (Pre ICO) every 25th investor will get a bonus of
500 LUCK tokens (Bonus will paid out after the regular ICO). The delivery of LUCK
Tokens through the smart contract occurs immediately after the ETH is sent to a
specified contract address. As shamrock is continuing its international growth, the
raised funds from the ICO will be used to lay the foundation to enter the global
market. This means that after the ICO we will be expanding our teams, as well as
form partnerships with distributers from around the world.
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4. Road Map

01
2019 (Q1)
❖ Website improvement
❖ Beta Version of the
shamrock lottery platform
❖ First Lotto Draw

❖ Implementing fairplay and
fraud system
❖ Bonus Bounty System
❖ Loyality Program

❖ New lottery games
❖ Mobile Wallet
❖ Further developments and
expansion of business

2019 (Q2)
❖ Wallets active
❖ Tokens (LUCK) listing on
low level exchanges
❖ Increased marketing and
exposure

04
05

Future

❖ Market Research
❖ Business plan
❖ Shamrock Smart Contract
development and tests
❖ ICO allocation

02
03

2019 (Q3)

2018

06
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2019 (Q4)
❖ Tokens (LUCK) listing on
several exchanges
(Binance, Bithump, HitBTC)
❖ Yearly shamrock Jackpot
draw
❖ Wallet implementation and
final testing

5. Disclaimer
This disclaimer contains important information about the matters contained in the whitepaper as well as the risks involved in participating in our Early Bird Ticket Sales,
Pre-Launch Sale and the Initial Coin Offering (ICO). This document was prepared by Shamrock Crypto Lottery to be a technical document describing the plans for the
Shamrock Crypto Lottery website, Ticket Sales, Pre-ICO and ICO, eCommerce Gateway Strategy, our team, the technology behind Shamrock Crypto Lottery and the
long-term vision of the Company. Please note that all participants of Shamrock Crypto Lottery, whether partaking in Ticket purchases or the ICO coin offers, have no
equity or any other interest in Shamrock Crypto Lottery. Shamrock Crypto Lottery is not offering shares, securities or other investment, economic or legal interest in
Shamrock Crypto Lottery or any related entity or any other investment or financial service. All statements made within this whitepaper are subject to change and
participants should proceed by their own volition. We advise you to consult legal, tax, financial, business or other professional advisers regarding the content of the
white paper before you decide to partake in any event or offer. Shamrock Crypto Lottery reserves the right to alter, change or modify its terms and conditions and will
not be held responsible for any losses, damages, recuperations or other such events. This Whitepaper was produced for information purposes only. All products set
out in this Whitepaper are currently under development and are not available to be purchased at the date of this Whitepaper. All information contained within this
Whitepaper is provided for general information purposes only and is intended to present a guide to the decentralized services which may be provided by Shamrock
Crypto Lottery in the future. Nothing published in this document is intended to be (i) legal, financial, professional, tax or other advice; (ii) a recommendation to
undertake (or to cease undertaking) any action whatsoever; (iii) an advertisement, solicitation or legal offer; (iv) an offer or a call to buy or sell stocks or securities on
the Shamrock Crypto Lottery platform, or that of any other related or associated company; (v) a promise of any voting or ownership rights of Shamrock Crypto Lottery;
(vi) or a promise of receiving any passive income, any return on investment or any profit; and should not be construed as any of the foregoing. Before reading any
further, by accessing this paper, you agree to be bound by this disclaimer. As a recipient of this Whitepaper, you acknowledge and agree that: 1) Shamrock Crypto
Lotto and other products set out in this Whitepaper do not constitute securities, managed investment schemes or financial products. 2) Neither ASIC nor any other
regulatory authority has examined, approved or disapproved of Shamrock Crypto Lottery or other products set out in this Whitepaper. 3) You will not reproduce,
redistribute, disseminate, re-publish or pass on this Whitepaper, in part or in whole, for any purpose without the prior written consent of the Company. 4) You will use
your own independent judgment, seek out advice where appropriate, and not rely on any of the information in this document when making any decision in relation to
the contents of this Whitepaper, keeping in mind the risk factors pointed out in this disclaimer, elsewhere in this Whitepaper, and other risks not contained within this
Whitepaper. 5) The Company is not liable for any loss you might suffer arising from fault or negligence (including gross negligence) on behalf of the Company. 6) The
Company makes no guarantee in relation to any of the forward-looking statements contained in this Whitepaper, nor is there any guarantee that the Shamrock Crypto
Lottery and other products will hold any value or provide income or profit. You should only proceed to read the rest of this whitepaper and consider participating in our
token generation event if you have read and understood all the above. 8) You understand that we may alter, change or halt any or all parts of this whitepaper, including
sale of tickets, draws and winnings where necessary 9) You understand that any pre-ticket sales are not actual tickets into the lotto draw until the live launch is active.
Your pre-purchase tickets are a source of crowdfunding to help establish and create this company Shamrock Crypto Lottery, purchase licenses and gather funding and
prizes. Actual tickets will be issued at the time of the live launch. 10) Funds collected in fundraising or ticket sales are in no way insured. If they are lost or lose their
value, there is no private or public insurance representative that buyers can reach out to. 11) Negative publicity may materially and adversely affect the price of the
Luck Tokens, Negative publicity involving the Shamrock Crypto Lottery online platform, the Luck Tokens or any of their key personnel of Shamrock Crypto Lottery,
and/or regulation of cryptocurrencies worldwide, may materially and adversely affect the market perception or market price of the Luck Tokens whether or not it is
justified. 12) you Invest at your own risk! No warranties or promises! 13) You are over the age of 18 and able to participate in ICOs as per your local laws and
regulations. You agree to hold harmless and indemnify, Shamrock Crypto Lottery, its directors, employees, consultants, officers and agents and we accept no liability
to you or any person or recipient, including, without limitation, any liability arising from fault or negligence (including gross negligence) for any loss arising from the use
of this Whitepaper or its contents, omissions or otherwise arising in connection with it. This Whitepaper is made available to you in good faith and prepared using
information available to the Shamrock Crypto Lottery at the time of its preparation which was believed to be reliable. However, the Shamrock Crypto Lottery makes no
warranty (whether express or implied) in relation to the truth, accuracy or completeness of any of the information provided in this Whitepaper. Shamrock Crypto Lottery
disclaims all responsibility from the contents of this Whitepaper to the maximum extent permitted by law. No audit, review or other kind of independent verification has
been undertaken by any party regarding any of the assumptions, opinions, projections, forecasts, forward-looking statements, data, or any other information contained
in this Whitepaper. This Whitepaper contains statements that are not statements of historical fact, and may be described as forward looking statements, projections,
forecasts, estimations, prospects, or other similar terms. October 2018
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